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1. BACKGROUND 

The Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT) in collaboration with Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) have been implementing the Project on Strengthening 
Manufacturing Enterprises through Quality and Productivity Improvement (KAIZEN) 
since 2013. The second phase of the project is of four years  duration from August 2017 
to July 2021 and covers eight regions consisting of Dar es Salaam, Morogoro, Dodoma, 
Arusha, Kilimanjaro, Mwanza, Mbeya and Singida. As of November 2019, a total of 91 
candidates has been trained and certified to provide KAIZEN consulting service to 
enterprises;; 68 KAIZEN Trainers and 23 Advanced KAIZEN Trainers. On the other 
hand, 59 enterprises, which consist of 14 large and 45 small and medium-sized 
enterprises, have been certified for recognition of successful completion of KAIZEN 
pilot projects. This includes A to Z Textile Mills Ltd., Co. that was awarded among the 
best KAIZEN practice companies in Africa at the Africa KAIZEN Annual Conference 
2019 in Tunisia.  

2021. It is expected that Tanzania, while sustaining the already achieved results, 
continues to promote KAIZEN towards realizing the following. 

i. Practice of KAIZEN in all types of sectors and industries 
ii. Behavioral changes of Tanzanians to KAIZEN orientation 
iv. Public and private enterprises providing high quality products and services 

branded by KAIZEN 
v. The country as Center of Excellency and exports KAIZEN idea to other African 

countries 
 
In this context, the Ministry through Tanzania KAIZEN Unit (TKU) in collaboration 
with project partners including Small Industries Development Organization (SIDO) and 
College of Business Education (CBE) has developed this Framework for Quality and 
Productivity Improvement (KAIZEN) in Manufacturing Sector 2020-2030 (FKM 
(2020-2030)). The Framework is intended for taking into consideration efforts for putting 
in place a well-designed KAIZEN training program, a sustainable mechanism of 
promoting geographic expansion of KAIZEN practice, and an effective strategy for 
engaging the public and the private sectors for KAIZEN promotion. 
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2. SCOPE OF FKM (2020-2030) 

The Framework for Quality and Productivity Improvement (KAIZEN) in Manufacturing 
Sector 2020-2030 (FKM (2020-2030)) is a plan for KAIZEN promotion targeting the 
manufacturing sector with the prospect of inducing emulation in other sectors, to 
transform people s mindset toward hard work, teamwork, and creativity. It requires 
commitment and active involvement of the MIT and its affiliate institutions as well as 
Business Development Service Providers (BDSPs), employers and workers engaged in 
the manufacturing sector.  
The FKM (2020-2030) acknowledges linkages beyond the MIT affiliates with public and 
private institutions in the manufacturing, the services and other sectors. The sectors 
associated with KAIZEN initiatives include education1, agriculture2, healthcare, mining 
and infrastructure3. In the long run KAIZEN will be extended to all sectors of the 
economy, while covering the whole country and at the same time mainstreaming 
KAIZEN to all economic activities in a way of making the KAIZEN movement 
self-sustainable. With this broad picture envisioned, the FKM (2020-2030) focuses on the 
manufacturing sector particularly. 

3. GOAL AND OBJECTIVES OF FKM (2020-2030) 

The Goal of the FKM (2020-2030) is to realize a sector-wide sustainable movement on 
quality and productivity improvement (KAIZEN). The Framework aims at making use 
of already created capacity to spread out KAIZEN countrywide, inclusively and 
sustainably during 2020-2030 in Tanzania. 
In pursuit of this Goal, the four Objectives presented below will be promoted. 

Objective 1: Standards and guidelines will be provided. 
Objective 2: KAIZEN will be promoted generally. 
Objective 3: KAIZEN consulting service will be provided to enterprises. 
Objective 4: KAIZEN Trainers and Coordinators will be trained. 

                                                 
1  Linkages in the education sector may include the Vocational and Educational Training Authority 

(VETA), curricula developers and higher learning institutions, among others. 
2  Linkages in the agriculture sector may include the Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, Industry and 

Agriculture (TCCIA), the Center for Agricultural Mechanization and Rural Technologies 
(CAMARTEC), the National Irrigation Commission (NIRC), and the Ministry of Agriculture 
(MoA), among others. 

3  The infrastructure sector includes energy, water, and transportation sub-sectors. 
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The activities to promote attainment of the Objectives are planned as shown in chapter 
 Logical Framework for Implementing FKM (2020-2030).  The manner and process of 

implementing the activities concerning Objectives 2 to 4 will be described in respective 
guidelines to be prepared through the activities under Objective 1, as listed in TABLE 1 
below. 

TABLE 1: GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES 

Objective Guideline 
Objective 2: General promotion of KAIZEN KAIZEN Promotion Activity Guideline 
Objective 3: Provision of KAIZEN 

consulting services 
KAIZEN Consulting Service Guideline 

Objective 4: Training of KAIZEN Trainers 
and Coordinators 

KAIZEN Human Resource Development 
Guideline (Technical Guideline) 

 

4. GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION THROUGHOUT TANZANIA 

A phased expansion of the KAIZEN movement is planned as shown in TABLE 2. The 
first five years will be the spreading phase in which the regional coverage grows, while 
the next five years will be the permeation phase in which KAIZEN practice in an area 
intensifies. 
The regions to be newly covered will be decided by the end of the fiscal year two terms 
before actual expansion. That is, the four regions to be covered in the 2021-2022 term 
will be specified by June 2020. The criteria of selecting target regions are presented in 
BOX 1. 
 

BOX 1: CRITERIA OF SELECTING TARGET REGIONS 

1. The region corresponds with strategic priorities of the MIT, in terms of major 
industries, concentration of business enterprises, and zonal development plans 
among other factors. 

2. The region presents strong local initiatives of a capable partner organization 
committed to organizing initial training activities. 

3. The region has the potential of gaining support from the local government, donor 
projects, or other means of financing KAIZEN activities. 
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TABLE 2: PLAN OF GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION 

Year 
No. of Regions No. of Enterprises No. of Trainers 

Newly 
covered 

Cumulative 
total 

Newly 
trained 

Cumulative 
total 

Newly 
registered 

Valid 
certificates* 

Phase I 

Baseline - 7 - 100 - 90 
2020-2021 1 8 50 150 10 100 
2021-2022 4 12 80 230 10 110 
2022-2023 6 18 120 350 20 85 
2023-2024 8 26 170 520 20 100 
2024-2025 5 31 180 700 10 105 

Phase II 

2025-2026 - 31 155 855 10 83 
2026-2027 - 31 155 1,010 10 81 
2027-2028 - 31 155 1,165 10 84 
2028-2029 - 31 155 1,320 10 84 
2029-2030 - 31 155 1,475 10 84 

Note: A triennial expiration and renewal system of the Trainer certificate is planned to be 
introduced in the year 2020, under which half the certificate holders are assumed not to 
renew registration by conservative estimates. Number of enterprises may include members 
of industrial clusters. 

 
FIGURE 1 shows a sample classification of target regions in view of donor-supported 
programs as potential alliance partners for integrating KAIZEN.  
 

FIGURE 1: TARGET REGIONS FOR INTEGRATING KAIZEN TO OTHER DONOR 
SUPPORTED PROGRAMS (Example of JICA and GIZ) 

 

JICA supported Regions 

Dodoma / Mbeya / 
Morogoro / Singida / 

Mwanza 

GIZ supported Regions 

Zanzibar / Ruvuma / 
Mara / Tanga / Pwani 

Arusha / DSM 
Kilimanjaro 

Manyara / Simiyu/ Geita / Iringa / Kagera / 
Katavi / Kigoma / Lindi / Mtwara / Njombe / 

Rukwa / Shinyanga / Songwe / Tabora 
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5. STRUCTURE AND RESPECTIVE ROLES OF KEY PLAYERS 

The management structure for implementation of the FKM (2020-2030) is shown in 
FIGURE 2. The Permanent Secretary of MIT will be responsible for the overall 
administration of the FKM implementation as the Project Director. The Director of 
Industrial Development, MIT, will be responsible for the managerial and technical 
matters as the Project Manager. The Deputy Project Managers, namely the Head of TKU, 
the Director General of SIDO, and the Rector of CBE, will be responsible for the 
administration of activities concerning each organization. The TKU will serve as the 
Project Secretariat and coordinate day-to-day operation as well as the planning, 
monitoring, and evaluation processes of the FKM implementation as a whole. SIDO and 
the CBE will designate their Focal Points who are responsible for day-to-day operation 
of activities concerning each organization. 
 

FIGURE 2: IMPLEMENTING STRUCTURE 

 
 
The Project Manager will report the progress, achievements, and future plans of FKM 
implementation to the FKM Coordination Committee at least once a year and whenever 
deemed necessary. The Committee will be established with the chairperson being the 
Project Director and the members will include, but not be limited to, the Project 
Manager, the Deputy Project Managers, Focal Points of SIDO and CBE, as well as the 
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directors of each division in the MIT. Amendments to the FKM (2020-2030) must be 
agreed on at the FKM Coordination Committee. The FKM Coordination Committee will 
also serve as an advisory board for proper operation of the certification and registration 
system that is the basis of making KAIZEN promotion sustainable. 
TABLE 3 summarizes the respective role of key actors in relation to the implementation 
of FKM (2020-2030). 
 

TABLE 3: RESPECTIVE ROLES OF KEY ACTORS 

Actor Roles 
MIT  Steer the implementation of FKM (2020-2030) 

Permanent Secretary [Project Director]: 
i. Oversee the overall administration of the FKM implementation 

FKM Coordination Committee: 
i. Approve the annual implementation plan 

ii. Monitor the progress of the FKM (2020-2030) and devise 
countermeasures to any problem which may arise in the course of 
implementation 

iii. Approve amendments to the FKM (2020-2030) 
iv. Maintain proper operation of the certification and registration system 
Director of Industrial Development [Project Manager]: 

i. Oversee the managerial and technical matters across the Objectives for 
which different organizations are responsible 

ii. Incorporate and propose the annual implementation plan 
iii. Report the progress of annual implementation plan as well as overall 

achievements as compared to the target of the FKM (2020-2030) 
iv. Propose amendments to the FKM (2020-2030) when necessary 

TKU  Coordinate the project management cycle and day-to-day operation of the 
FKM (2020-2030) implementation among actors concerned 

 Implement, monitor, and improve activities concerning Objectives 1 and 2 
Head [Deputy Project Manager]: 

i. Manage the administration of activities concerning Objectives 1 and 2 
ii. Propose a draft annual implementation plan for activities concerning 

Objectives 1 and 2 to the Project Manager 
iii. Supervise day-to-day operation of activities concerning Objectives 1 and 

2 
iv. Submit consolidated progress reports regularly to the Project Manager 
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Actor Roles 
SIDO  Implement, monitor, and improve activities concerning Objective 3 

Director General [Deputy Project Manager]: 
i. Manage the administration of activities concerning Objective 3 

ii. Propose a draft annual implementation plan for activities concerning 
Objective 3 to the Project Manager 

Director for Technology Development and Industrialization [Focal Point of SIDO]: 
i. Supervise day-to-day operation of activities concerning Objective 3 

ii. Submit regular progress reports on Objective 3 to the Secretariat 
CBE  Implement, monitor, and improve activities concerning Objective 4 

Rector [Deputy Project Manager]: 
i. Manage the administration of activities concerning Objective 4 

ii. Propose a draft annual implementation plan for activities concerning 
Objective 4 to the Project Manager 

Manager for Strategic Planning [Focal Point of CBE]: 
i. Supervise day-to-day operation of activities concerning Objective 4 

ii. Submit regular progress reports on Objective 4 to the Secretariat 
KAIZEN 
trainers 

 Provide KAIZEN consulting services to manufacturing enterprises 
 Conduct lectures, exercises, on-site guidance, and other forms of training 

to disseminate knowledge and techniques of KAIZEN 
 Update and improve KAIZEN consulting capacities collectively to 

upgrade the standard of KAIZEN practice in Tanzania 
 
 
FIGURE 3 illustrates the flow of training, registration, and utilization of KAIZEN 
trainers under the structure for implementing FKM (2020-2030). The CBE organizes 
training courses to train KAIZEN trainers by utilizing registered Trainers of Training for 
KAIZEN Trainers (TOKTs)4. Once the trainer candidates complete the training course 
successfully, the TKU examines the training record and register the qualified candidates 
as KAIZEN trainers. On the other hand, SIDO arranges provision of KAIZEN consulting 
services for enterprises by utilizing registered KAIZEN trainers. Service records will be 
kept as an evidence of the trainer s activity, based on which the TKU determines 
whether he/she satisfies the requirements for renewal of registration.  

                                                 
4  The categories of KAIZEN trainers and requirements for qualification will be defined in the 

KAIZEN Human Resource Development Guideline (Technical Guideline). 
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FIGURE 3: FLOW OF TRAINER MANAGEMENT 

 
 
 
In addition to the actors listed in TABLE 3, implementation of FKM (2020-2030) will be 
promoted by a range of partner organizations. Partner organizations as of November 
2019 include the Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS), the Export Processing Zone 
Authority (EPZA), the Vocational and Educational Training Authority (VETA), the 
National Institute of Productivity (NIP), and the Confederation of Tanzania Industries 
(CTI). The partnership will be expanded further on the initiative of the TKU. The roles 
and functions of partner organizations include the items presented in TABLE 4. 
The MIT will provide partner organizations with technical and in-kind assistance to 
facilitate their activities. Financial support from the MIT may be granted upon request 
where necessary and appropriate. 
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TABLE 4: ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS 

Introduce KAIZEN 
to enterprises 

i. Incorporate KAIZEN consulting service into the existing 
line-up of business development services 

ii. Provide introductory seminar on KAIZEN in conjunction 
with existing training programs 

iii. Disseminate KAIZEN-related announcements through the 
existing communication channel with enterprises 

Train KAIZEN 
trainers/coordinators 

i. Incorporate KAIZEN training course into the existing 
line-up of training programs for enterprises 

ii. Diffuse knowledge and techniques of KAIZEN within the 
organization by utilizing certified in-house KAIZEN 
trainers 

 

6. FINANCING IMPLEMENTATION OF FKM (2020-2030) 

The amount necessary for implementing the FKM (2020-2030) is preliminarily estimated 
as shown in TABLE 5. 
 

TABLE 5: PRELIMINARY ESTIMATION OF IMPLEMENTATION COST 

Year Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3 Objective 4 Total 
2020-2021 56,055,000 331,900,000 157,500,000 21,110,000 566,565,000 
2021-2022 56,055,000 102,400,000 252,000,000 24,110,000 434,565,000 
2022-2023 56,357,500 114,400,000 378,000,000 46,220,000 594,977,500 
2023-2024 56,137,500 126,400,000 535,500,000 48,220,000 766,257,500 
2024-2025 72,082,500 108,400,000 567,000,000 25,110,000 772,592,500 
2025-2026 56,236,500 78,400,000 506,850,000 36,110,000 677,596,500 
2026-2027 56,126,500 78,400,000 506,850,000 36,110,000 677,486,500 
2027-2028 56,099,000 78,400,000 506,850,000 36,110,000 677,459,000 
2028-2029 56,110,000 78,400,000 506,850,000 36,110,000 677,470,000 
2029-2030 56,110,000 78,400,000 506,850,000 36,110,000 677,470,000 
Note: The figures are nominal and based on prices in 2019. The estimated costs exclude staff 

salaries, office and supplies, local transportation, and other ordinary expenses. The 
breakdown by sub-activity is presented in 8. Logical Framework for Implementing FKM 
(2020-2030).   
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The implementation cost will be financed by 1) the Tanzanian government, 2) donors, 
and 3) fund raising activities. 
 
1) Tanzanian Government 
The MIT will ensure sufficient allocation of budget to maintain smooth operation of the 
core activities planned in the FKM (2020-2030). The Project Manager and the Deputy 
Project Managers will be encouraged to establish dialogue with leaders at levels of 
regional, municipal, and local government authorities in paving the way to 
locally-supported continuation of KAIZEN promotion. The TKU will expand and 
strengthen partnership beyond the MIT-affiliated institutions, as part of activities 
concerning Objective 2, and explore opportunities to tap additional fund sources. 
 
2) Donors 
The MIT will negotiate with donors for their contribution to the FKM (2020-2030). The 
Deputy Project Managers will coordinate with other donor-funded projects for joint 
implementation of some activity that has a purpose, target audience, or other aspects 
common to both sides. Potential collaborators include JICA, the Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), GIZ, and World Bank among others. 
 
3) Fund Raising Activities 
SIDO will consolidate a charging system for KAIZEN consulting services to be applied 
to the enterprises assisted by KAIZEN trainers. SIDO and the TKU will be in close 
communication with each other to maintain the charging system to be consistent with 
the guidelines provided under Objective 1.  
The CBE will seek to gradually introduce admission fees for the KAIZEN trainer 
training courses to cover the cost which is associated clearly with individual participants 
such as the cost of textbooks or food and beverage. The TKU will develop a registration 
system for KAIZEN trainers by which a trainer is eligible for filling a job opportunity in 
government-funded KAIZEN consulting services, and apply a registration fee on 
trainers. 
In addition to the above, the TKU will take the lead to devise and build mechanisms for 
seeking funds from a wide range of stakeholders. 

7. MONITORING PLAN FOR FKM (2020-2030) 

The monitoring plan for the FKM (2020-2030) is summarized in TABLE 6.  
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The Annual Implementation Plan, which provides the schedule and budget of activities 
as well as the short-term performance indicators, will be agreed on at the FKM 
Coordination Committee by May of the previous fiscal year. Activity records such as 
KAIZEN consulting service delivery reports and KAIZEN training course attendance 
records will be summarized quarterly in a constant manner and compared to the plan to 
constitute a Quarterly Report (UUU5). The Quarterly Report will help the Project 
Manager evaluate the status and give instructions on corrective or reinforcing actions. 
An Annual Report will be made in June every year to consolidate overall results of 
activities conducted in the year and measure the progress toward accomplishment of 
the Goal and the Objectives. 
 

TABLE 6: MONITORING PLAN 

Item Frequency Person(s) in charge Documentation Data source 
1. Adherence to 

the schedule 
Monthly  Deputy Project Managers;; 

 Focal Points of SIDO and 
CBE 

(Activity 
records) 

Activity records 

2. Adherence to 
the budget 

Quarterly  Director for Policy and 
Planning, MIT 

 Project Manager 

Quarterly 
Report (UUU) 

Financial 
records 

3. Outputs from 
the Activities 

Activity records, 
interviews, 
questionnaires, 
etc. 

4. Achievement of 
the Objectives 

5. Achievement of 
the Goal 

Annually  Project Director;; 
 Management Meeting 

Annual Report Monitoring 
Reports, etc. 

 
 
In addition, an impact survey will be conducted in the year 2024-2025 as an ex-post 
evaluation of the current Project on Strengthening Manufacturing Enterprises through 
Quality and Productivity Improvement (KAIZEN) Phase 2 as well as to assess 
achievements of the first five years of FKM implementation. 
The indicators for monitoring are set as shown in TABLE 7. It requires an agreement at 
the FKM Coordination Committee to modify the indicators. The Annual 
Implementation Plan will be formulated in view of taking steps to achieve the medium- 
and long-term targets.  
                                                 
5  The UUU is the official form of quarterly performance report in the Tanzanian Government. 

UUU: Uratibu Udhibiti na Usimamizi wa Mapato na Matumizi ya Fedha za Serikali (Report on 
Coordination, Monitoring and Management of Government Income and Expenditure) 
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TABLE 7: KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF FKM (2020-2030) 

Narrative summary Time span Indicators 
Goal:  

A nation-wide sustainable 
movement on KAIZEN will 
be realized. 

Medium-term KAIZEN movement will be initiated in all 
regions in the country by June 2025. 

Long term KAIZEN will be newly adopted in an enterprise 
in at least 19 regions (60%) every year after 
2024-2025. 

Objective 1:  
Standards and guidelines 
will be provided. 

Short-term A comprehensive set of guidelines and 
standards will be established by June 2021. 

Long term The guidelines and standards will be maintained 
up-to-date and effective until June 2030. 

Objective 2:  
KAIZEN will be promoted 
generally. 

Medium-term Key actors in the manufacturing sector in all 
regions will be exposed to basic KAIZEN 
knowledge by June 2025. 

Long term At least 40% of manufacturing establishments in 
the country will be aware of KAIZEN by June 
2030. 

Objective 3:  
KAIZEN consulting service 
will be provided to 
enterprises. 

Medium-term At least 700 enterprises will have been 
introduced to KAIZEN by June 2025. 

Long term At least 155 enterprises will be introduced to 
KAIZEN every year after 2024-2025. 

Objective 4:  
KAIZEN Trainers and 
Coordinators will be 
trained. 

Medium-term A training course will have been organized in all 
regions by June 2025. 

Long term A sufficient distribution and quality of KAIZEN 
Trainers will be maintained to meet the need of 
the manufacturing sector until 2030. 

Activities Short-term (Output indicators will be set for each activity in 
the Annual Implementation Plan.) 

8. LOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTING FKM (2020-2030) 

TABLE 8 presents the logical framework for implementing the FKM (2020-2030). This 
logical framework is equal to the Action Plan and Performance Assessment Matrix 
(PAM) on implementation of the FKM (2020-2030).  
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TABLE 8: FKM (2020-2030) IMPLEMENTATION LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

   

ACTIVITY TIME-FRAME ESTIMATED COSTS KEY  INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS &
REMARKS

0.1.1 Decide regions to be newly targeted
two years ahead

Jun. every year until
2023 0

A list of target regions will be
finalized by the end of June
every year from 2020 to 2023.

Annual reports

0.1.2 Prepare draft annual implementation
plan Oct-Nov. every year 0

A draft annual implementation
plan will be prepared by the end
of November every year.

0.1.3 Approve annual implementation plan
for next fiscal year Apr-May every year 0

Approval of the annual
implementation plan will be
achieved by the end of
December every year.

0.2.1 Perform regular reporting Year-round 0
All reports specified in the
monitoring plan will be
submitted as scheduled.

Reports submitted

0.2.2 Evaluation of KAIZEN effects May every year 0
The results of evaluation will be
reported by the end of May
every year.

Summarization of
baseline & end-line
data from reports
submitted

0.2.3 Compile and submit annual report Jun. every year 0
The annual report will be
submitted by the end of June
every year.

Formulate annual implementation plan
Management of FKM (2020-2030)

S.N

0.1
0

Minutes of FKM
Coordination
Committee meeting

0.2 Monitor and evaluate progress

Annual reports
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ACTIVITY TIME-FRAME ESTIMATED COSTS KEY  INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS &
REMARKS

1.1.1 Establish a channel to publicize
guidelines and tools 2020-2021 0 A channel will be established by

June 2021.
Online sharing of
PDF documents

1.1.2 Publicize updated/augmented
guidelines and tools Sep. every year 10,000,000

Latest versions of guidelines and
tools will be publicized by the
end of September every year.

1.2.1 Issue certificate of registration to
qualified applicants Apr. every year 660,000

Annual processing of initial
registration will be completed
by the end of August every year.

Record of issuance

1.2.2 Process expiration and renewal of
registration Apr. every year 709,500

Annual processing of expiration
and renewal of registration will
be completed by the end of
August every year.

Record of expiration
and renewal

1.2.3 Organize annual conference of
KAIZEN Trainers Oct. every year 550,000,000

Regular communication among
KAIZEN trainers will be
maintained.

Monitoring reports

1.3.1 Monitor operation of KAIZEN
consulting services Dec.-Jan. every year 0

Nonconformities, if detected,
will be reported by the end of
January every year for
promoting corrective actions.

Monitoring reports Document review by
TKU staff

1.3.2 Monitor operation of training
programs Dec.-Jan. every year 0

Nonconformities, if detected,
will be reported by the end of
January every year for
promoting corrective actions.

Monitoring reports Document review by
TKU staff

1.3.3 Conduct an impact survey Year 2024-2025 16,000,000
The impact of KAIZEN
promotion will be assessed
comprehensively.

Impact survey report

1.1
1

1.3

1.2

Administration of standards and guidelines 

Announcement/noti
ce of publicizing
latest guidelines and
tools

S.N

Maintain conformity to the standards

Control KAIZEN trainer registration and renewal

Develop/update guidelines and tools
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ACTIVITY TIME-FRAME ESTIMATED COSTS KEY  INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS &
REMARKS

2.1.1 Operate Interorganizational task force Mar. 2020 - Jun. 2021 22,500,000

The task force will be regularly
consulted with to facilitate
cooperation among
organizations.

Meeting minutes

2.1.2 Plan and implement ancillary activities Mar. 2020 - Jun. 2021 40,000,000

Ancillary activities will promote
knowledge and practice of
KAIZEN by taking advantage of
the AKAC.

Annual report

Ancillary activities
may include special
seminar, student
competition,
workshops, business
matching, etc.

2.1.3 Implement AKAC 2021 proper Jun. 2021 185,000,000 The participants will show high
rates of satisfaction to the event.

Satisfaction survey
on participants

2.2.1 Evaluate and nominate candidate
awardees Nov.-Jan. every year 105,000,000

Finalists will be selected from an
adequate number of candidates
by the end of January every
year.

Evaluation
documents

Document review
and on-site
inspection

2.2.2 Implement Award Ceremony Feb. every year 400,000,000

The ceremony will be held with
a significant number of private
sector participants by the end of
February every year.

Annual report and
media coverage

Conduct sensitization seminars in
target regions

Jul.-Aug. every year
2020-2024 144,000,000

A significant number of
participants will be introduced
to basic KAIZEN knowledge.

Attendance record

The seminar will be
organized to
stimulate the
demand for KAIZEN
training/consulting
in newly targeted
regions.

2.2

2.1
2

2.3

S.N

Organize Tanzania National KAIZEN Award

Organize Africa KAIZEN Annual Conference 2021
General promotion of KAIZEN
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ACTIVITY TIME-FRAME ESTIMATED COSTS KEY  INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS &
REMARKS

2.4.1 Expand partnership in introducing
KAIZEN to enterprises Year-round 12,000,000

A number of partners (besides
SIDO) will engage in
introducing KAIZEN to
enterprises.

Annual report

2.4.2 Expand partnership in training
KAIZEN trainers/coordinators Year-round 12,000,000

A number of partners (besides
CBE) will engage in training
KAIZEN trainers/coordinators.

Annual report

2.5.1 Hold booth at exhibitions 5 times every year 200,000,000

A significant number of
applications for KAIZEN
consulting services will be
received through contacts
collected at booth.

Annual report

(i) Saba Saba (June-
July), (ii) Nane Nane
(Aug), (iii) SIDO
(Oct.), (iv) East
African Juakari (Oct.-
Nov.), (v) African
Industrialization
Week (Nov.- Dec.)

2.5.2 Distribute communication materials
and media contents

Update in Mar.-Apr.
every year 55,000,000

A significant number of
potential beneficiaries and
collaborators will be reached by
public relations activities.

Annual report

Newsletter,
brochure, annual
report, broadcasting,
etc.

3.1.1 Recruit potential enterprises Year-round 0

A yearly target number of
eligible enterprises will apply
for KAIZEN consulting services
every year.

Service application
form

3.1.2 Assign trainers to provide consulting
services to target enterprises Year-round 4,331,250,000

A yearly target number of
enterprises will be served every
year.

Service record
Basic KAIZEN:
Advanced KAIZEN
= 75:25

3.1
3

2.5

2.4

S.N

Manage process of service provision
Provision of KAIZEN consulting service to enterprises

Implement public relations activities

Develop partnership
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ACTIVITY TIME-FRAME ESTIMATED COSTS KEY  INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS &
REMARKS

3.1.3 Record the results of KAIZEN
consulting service Year-round 0

Effects of KAIZEN in each
enterprise served will be
measured by a constant
scale/indicator.

Post-service report

Develop local network for outreach in
each region Jul. 2025 onward 93,000,000

Networks will be established at
the regional level for SIDO
regional offices to receive
referrals of clients.

Service application
form;;
Annual report

4.1.1 Recruit and select trainer candidates in
target regions Aug.-Sep. every year 24,000,000

A sufficient number of trainer
candidates will apply for a
training course by September
every year.

Course application
form

4.1.2 Recruit and select pilot enterprises in
target regions Aug.-Sep. every year 0

A sufficient number of suitable
enterprises will agree to
participate in pilot KAIZEN
projects by September every
year.

Service application
form

4.1.3 Conduct training courses in target
regions Oct.-Jan. every year 140,000,000

Training courses will be
conducted according to the
annual implementation plan.

Training record Basic KAIZEN
Course only

4.1.4 Issue certificates of training course
completion Jan. every year 770,000

A yearly target number of
certificates will be issued on
successful completion of a
training course.

Record of issuance

4.1

3.2

4

S.N

Organize training courses in target regions
Training of KAIZEN Trainers and Coordinators
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ACTIVITY TIME-FRAME ESTIMATED COSTS KEY  INDICATORS MEANS OF
VERIFICATION

ASSUMPTIONS &
REMARKS

4.2.1 Recruit and select trainer candidates in
selected locations Jul. 2025 onward 0

A sufficient number of trainer
candidates will apply for a
training course every year.

Course application
form

4.2.2 Recruit and select pilot enterprises in
selected locations Jul. 2025 onward 0

A sufficient number of suitable
enterprises will agree to
participate in pilot KAIZEN
projects every year.

Service application
form

4.2.3 Conduct training courses in selected
locations Jul. 2025 onward 180,000,000

Training courses will be
conducted according to the
annual implementation plan.

Training record

Basic KAIZEN (75%
of trainees) and
Advanced KAIZEN
(25%) Courses

4.2.4 Issue certificates of training course
completion Jul. 2025 onward 550,000

A yearly target number of
certificates will be issued on
successful completion of a
training course.

Record of issuance

4.2

S.N

Organize training courses in strategic locations



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This Framework was prepared in cooperation with Japan 
International Cooperation Agency (JICA). 
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